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Elsevier and open access
Gold open access

Green open access

• Leading gold open access publisher

• Largest publisher enabler of green open access

• Published over 170 fully open access journals and

• All 2500+ journals provide a green open access option

over 1,850 hybrid journals

• Published over 27,000 open access articles in 2017
• Choice of either a commercial (CC BY) or noncommercial (CC-BY-NC-ND) user license.

• Article publishing charges (APCs) range from ~$150
to ~$5000 (US Dollars) excluding tax

• Participate in CHORUS and support pilots with

institutions and international funders
• Free API program to fuel repositories

• Share link service provides 50 days free access to
recently published research
• Open archives in over 110 journals, including Cell

Press titles after 12 months

www.elsevier.com/about/open-science

Open Science

African research
We are enabling researchers in Africa to focus on pan-African
research, development, and sustainability questions.
• Multi-disciplinary, all-science journal for publishing research
from Africa
• Partnership with Next Einstein Forum, who own and operate
the journal
• Launched at Next Einstein Forum Global Gathering in Kigali,
Rwanda, March 26, 2018
• Open Access, low fee ($200) subsidized by the Next Einstein
Forum
• ~70 submissions since launch. Call for papers has not yet
been issued
• Elsevier providing infrastructure, technical support, and
consulting

www.elsevier.com/about/open-science

Open Science

AudioSlides

Atlas award

Bringing research to a wide audience in an easily
accessible, personal format.
✓ Brief, 5-minute presentations using slides & voice-over
✓ Overview in easily accessible format for researchers

and the public at large
✓ AudioSlides are openly available
✓ Can be embedded on websites or posted to YouTube
etc. - a great way to promote the article and increase

• Winning articles showcased in a lay summary by a
scientific journalist and hosted on Atlas website
• Articles chosen by external advisory board

• Shortlist from Elsevier’s 1800+ journals
• Board members from NGOs across the world
• Author receives the Atlas award and have their
article free to access on ScienceDirect

usage!

www.elsevier.com/about/open-science
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Elsevier and research metrics
Our Metrics Manifesto
• Need to use different metrics and
common sense
• Decisions should be based on both
quantitative and qualitative input
• Should always use at least two
metrics (more than one way to
‘excellence’)
• The methodologies should be open,
transparent, valid and replicable
• Definitions should be owned by the
community
• Need trust between the parties
using metrics to evaluate

Open Science

Research Integrity
▪

Elsevier’s Research Integrity program

-

▪

Education & prevention
Detection (text plagiarism/ statistics / image manipulation and duplication)
Investigation & resolution (COPE)

Elsevier’s Reproducibility Program

Ref: Nature 533 (2016)

Effective Research
Data Management

Open Science

Elsevier is an active contributor in the Open Data community

Elsevier is:
• Participating in and leading working
groups
• Implementing and testing new standards

Open Science

Understanding the researcher
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1/3 of respondents doesn’t share data

Q:

Have you published the research data that you used or created as part of your last researc
project in any of the following ways?

Open Science

Even though advantages of sharing data are clear…

Q: To better understand your attitudes towards research data access, please think about the
research data that typically is not published (e.g. not summary charts, tables or images), and
indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.

Open Science

….obstacles remain

Open Science

Little clarity on who own rights on data

Q: Who do you believe ‘owns’ the research data that you have made or will make
available to others as part of your last research project?

Open Science

Who is responsible for acting on data management plans?

Q: [Respondents indicated they are mandated to archive your research data and are provided with a research data management plan to follow.] Who is
responsible for the execution this research data management plan? Who is responsible for monitoring compliance this research data management
plan?
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The team: Harvard Medical School, Tufts Health Sciences,
MCPHS University, Boston University School of Medicine
and Simmons College.
The project is co-led by Elaine Martin, MLS, DA, Director
and Chief Administrative Officer, Countway Medical Library,
Harvard Medical School; and Jean P. Shipman, MSLS, VP,
Global Library Relations, Elsevier.

Open Science

Comprehensive Journal Data Guidelines

https://www.elsevier.com/authors/author-services/research-data/data-guidelines

https://cos.io/our-services/top-guidelines/
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Implemented data citations
• Authors are encouraged to cite
datasets
• Used to access a direct link to stored
datasets and encourage data
sharing
• Implemented the FORCE 11 data
citation principles for all journals

• Data references contain different
elements than article references
• Require new fields to be added
• Tags to distinguish between
data and article references
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Publishing data articles
•

Offer researchers an easy channel
to publish their research output,
receive credit, and make
research objects discoverable

•

Dedicated sections in regular
journals

•

Specialized, fast and transparent
peer-review process

•

Co-submission service via regular
journals for data articles

•

Primarily Open Access, APCs of
~500 USD

Because no matter what field of research you are in,
DATA, METHODS and SOFTWARE always matter

| 22
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Highly Effective Research Data
A Maslow Hierarchy for Research Data

FAIR Principles for
Data:
• Findable
• Accessible
• Interoperable
• and Re-usable

https://www.force11.org/group/fairgroup/fairprinciples

Open Science

Our development partners
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Taking the institutional lens, we can speak of 3 interlocking data life cycles

Institution

Monitoring and reporting

3. ‘Metrics on data’ on institutional data

• Benchmark • Rank Evaluate
• Manage • Preserve

Research

1. Lab data
Design
Find Topic

Identify gaps
Plan & Fund

Execute
Discover data, people,
methods & protocols

Prepare, reproduce,
re-use & benchmark
Collect, analyze
& visualize

2. Open data: data publicly available

Re-using research data improves outcomes for the research life cycle
• This means improving the research data life-cycles: (1) within the lab and (2) to the world at large
• This also means keeping track of the institutional data lifecycles, and (3) reporting on them

Publish
Store &
Share
Disseminate
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Mendeley Data
A modular, cloud-based platform designed for research institutions,
to manage the entire lifecycle of research data
Institution

Monitoring and reporting

3. ‘Metrics on data’ on institutional data

• Benchmark • Rank Evaluate
• ManageMonitor
• Preserve

Notebook
Repository

Search
Manager

Open Science

Mendeley data integrates into any ecosystem
EXAMPLE
Institution

Monitoring and reporting

3. ‘Metrics on data’ on institutional data

Search
Manager

• Benchmark • Rank Evaluate
• ManageMonitor
• Preserve
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Data Search powers all modules
Retrieve active data, discover public data
Mendeley Data Search enables
researchers to discover data:
• 30 repositories indexed to date, growing all
the time

• Keyword search within data files
• In-line file previews
• Filter search results by specific author,
institution, journal, subject category

And retrieve active data:
• Researchers can navigate your institution’s
locally held data
• Project collaborators can retrieve project data
through powerful keyword search and filtering
Unlike other search solutions, Data Search:

• Deeply indexes data (not just metadata),
making it easier and faster to find relevant data
• Allows researchers to preview data, making it
easier and faster to find relevant data

Open Science
Open Science

Data Manager
Active research data collaboration and workflow tool, which enables research
groups to gather/organize, annotate and share data all in one place.
With Mendeley Data Manager,
researchers can:
• Share data privately in your research
group, or project
• Also works for collaborators outside
the institution (they can take part in
projects but not start new projects)
• Gather research data from all your
data sources as it’s generated,
including ELNs, instruments etc
• Annotate research data with detailed,
subject-specific metadata (helped by
automated annotation tools)

• Curate data according to project or
institutional workflows
Manager helps researchers move from raw files to datasets

• Prepare to publish data on your
repository of choice
• Open APIs allow: tailored upload
forms, automated workflows, and
workflows to download, analyse and
re-upload data files

Open Science

Data Monitor for inside and outside of your Institution
Run adoption email campaigns and keep track of research data
Customize emails

Track adoption

Collect and edit metadata

Monitor progress

Select data sharing options relevant
for researchers

Open Science

Mendeley Data already integrates through open APIs with the global
Research Data Management ecosystem
Open API
Mint DOIs

Index datasets
metadata

Integrate with
machine
readable DMPs

Repository
indexed by
OpenAIRE
Zenodo indexed
by DataSearch

Long-term
preservation
of published
datasets

existing integration
planned integration

Import / export notebooks,
experiments

Import / export
datasets

Publish links
between articles
and datasets

Datasets indexed by
DataSearch

+ 22 repositories
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Mendeley Data already integrates through open APIs with the global
Research Data Management ecosystem
Open API
Mint DOIs

Index datasets
metadata

Repository
indexed by
OpenAIRE
Zenodo indexed
by DataSearch

Long-term
preservation
of published
datasets

existing integration
planned integration

Import / export notebooks,
experiments

Integrate with
machine
readable DMPs

EOSC

Import / export
datasets

Publish links
between articles
and datasets

Datasets indexed by
DataSearch

+ 22 repositories
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The impact of RDM best practices at Slovenia
• We have checked publications from Slovenia from 2013 to date in SciVal.
• Out of 33771 publications, 383 (1.1%) are linked to 902 datasets, according to
Scholix.

Source: SciVal, Scholix, data extracted on Aug 28, 2018;
Figshare dataset are removed – most of them are in-article data like figures/tables.
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Top keywords in articles linked to datasets

Source: SciVal, data extracted on Aug 28, 2018
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Journals where articles linked to datasets are published
Scholarly Output
Views Count
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Source: SciVal, data extracted on Aug 28, 2018
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Data repositories where linked datasets are deposited
Plazi.org taxonomic
Mendeley Data Global Biodiversity
treatments database
1%
Information Facility
2%
1%
Dryad Digital Repository
4%

ZENODO
0%

Code Ocean
0%

Firenze
University Press
0%

HEPData.net
10%

# repository

Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
HEPData.net
Dryad Digital Repository
Plazi.org taxonomic treatments database
Mendeley Data
Global Biodiversity Information Facility
ZENODO
Code Ocean
Firenze University Press

744
89
33
19
7
5
3
1
1

Grand Total

902

Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre
82%

Source: Scholix, data extracted on Aug 28, 2018
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The impact of RDM best practices on publications

Source: SciVal, data extracted on Aug 28, 2018
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